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Abstract. This paper presents a semantic segmentation based method
for automatically synthesizing two-tone cartoon portraits in black-and-
white style. Synthesizing two-tone portraits from photographs can be
considered as a heterogeneous image transformation problem, of which
the result should be vivid portraits with distinct freehand-like features,
such as clean backgrounds and continuous lines. To achieve this goal, our
system connects two separate subsystems together, namely semantic seg-
mentation and portrait synthesis. In the semantic segmentation phase,
photographs are segmented into background, hair and skin regions using
multiple segmentations method. In the portrait synthesis phase, we treat
different regions with different strategies. Experimental results demon-
strate that our system can precisely segment the input photo and produce
visually desired two-tone portraits.
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1 Introduction

Two-tone portrait synthesis, as an artistic branch of face hallucination, has been
favored by more and more people in social life or art craft manufacturing. For
example, people would prefer characterized facial portraits as virtual appear-
ances for online chatting or to be printed out on cards, clothes or cups as gifts
for their friends, which would require the portrait to be two-tone not only for
visual effects but also for the practicability to print it out. However, manually
rendering such portraits usually requires professional skills and would cost cer-
tain amount of time, which is unrealistic for applications in social media with
millions of users or craft manufacturing industry that requires automation and
efficiency. Thus, it is of great use to have automatic systems for synthesizing
two-tone portraits.

General face stylization strategies can be broadly categorized into three types:
image processing, example-based synthesis, and deep learning based face styliza-
tion. Image processing based face hallucinations [6] treat the image as a whole
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processing unit and would easily cause noise or lose some important details in
the output. Example-based approaches could be further categorized into local
patch based methods and component based models. Local patch based methods
[21] can generate shading sketches with high quality and resemblance. However,
these methods divide the face images into patches, which ignored the inherent
structure consistency of the photo, thus would cause blurring effect in the result.
Component based models are mostly used to synthesis portraits with specific
artistic styles, like cartoons [20], line drawings [3] or paper-cuts [9]. Even though
they are not affected by the aforementioned drawbacks, their over dependence on
the templates make the results lose resemblance easily, especially for hair region.
Apart from these, many headshot style transfer methods [12,18] based on deep
neural networks have attracted much attention these days. These methods can
handle multiple painting styles using same network, however, their methods can
not be adopted to our problem because the two-tone portraits require clear dis-
tinct lines and parts.

For a two-tone portrait synthesis system of which the main application is in
art craft manufacturing or entertainment, the rendered portrait should resemble
the input photo and meanwhile maintain its desired and attractive appearance.
Face photo actually has very clear composition and structure, so different regions
should be dealt with respective methods when it comes to synthesize a portrait
from a photo. Recently, some hair and face labeling approaches [2] have made
significant progress. Different from the traditional KNN matting used in some
portrait synthesis methods, which is neither automatic or comprehensive, they
can label background, hair, skin even clothes at one time.

Fig. 1. Overview of our system.

In this paper, we present a segmentation based system for automatically
synthesizing two-tone portraits of input photos. As show in Fig. 1, our system
could be divided into two parts, the semantic segmentation part and the por-
trait synthesis part. We illustrate the high segmentation accuracy on the labeled
CUHK dataset. Experimental results show that our system can render two-tone
freehand-like portraits with desired visual appearances.

The main contributions are twofold. (1) Semantic segmentation is intro-
duced to deal with the face portrait synthesis problem, which take the internal
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structure consistency of the photo into consideration and enable different pro-
cessing methods on one photo. (2) A global model for synthesizing component
templates balancing the resemblance and attractiveness.

2 Related Work

Creating digital artistic portraits have drawn growing attention in computer
vision and graphics. Examples include human facial illustrations [6], portrait
generation [3] and face style transfer [12]. More related to our work, however, are
researches that focus on generating portraits with two-tone style and rendering
facial appearances from photos. We briefly go through the existing portraits
rendering methods of the aforementioned two categories: image-based methods
and example-based methods.

Image-based portraits rendering methods. A lot of scientific research works
and commercial products have been proposed and made with image-based meth-
ods to generate two-tone portraits or sketches. For instance, Gooch et al. [6] use
brightness and luminance thresholding methods to create black-and-white facial
illustrations from photos. Gastal et al. [5] use edge-aware filters to transform a
photo into a pencil drawing. These image-based methods can create portraits
only with a little computation and maintain high resemblance with the original
photos. As straightforward and simple as it is, the holistic handling of the input
photo would cause noise in the output, especially in the background and skin
region. Additionally, this method could lose some important details, such as face
contour, which would not be neglected by human artists.

Example-based portraits synthesis methods. Due to the drawbacks of ren-
dering portraits via image-based approaches, many example-based methods were
proposed in terms of their ability to handle styles that are difficult to represent
using image-based methods. These methods can be further categorized as shad-
ing sketch synthesis, profile sketch synthesis and other special artistic stylization
strategies.

Shading sketch synthesis began with global methods. Tang and Wang [13]
proposed global eigen-transformation based method. However, it is difficult to
obtain clear face sketches via these methods when they regard the photo as a
whole. In view of these shortcomings, many patch based methods were proposed
for their ability to express the local features of the face [14–16,19,21]. Although
these methods can generate shading sketches that closely match the input photo,
they ignore the inherent structure of photos. Furthermore, it is difficult for their
frameworks to generate two-tone style portraits with freehand-like features.

Profile sketch synthesis methods mainly handle strokes to form a line drawing.
Chen et al. [3] introduced a interactive computer system with two subsystems
to compose face components and hair sketch in a Japanese cartoon style. Some
works based on and-or graph [17] also caught certain attention in sketch synthesis
field. Nevertheless, these methods depend on templates too much especially for
hair regions, and their segmentation strategy can not reach full automation.
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Furthermore, the profile sketches has hollow hair, which should be painted black
in real freehand portraits.

Various strategies have been studied to render portraits with special artistic
styles. Meng et al. [9] created artistic paper-cut of human portraits by binariza-
tion and templates matching methods. Rosin and Lai [11] generated cartoon por-
traits in puppet style and in the style of Julian Opie using non-photorealistic ren-
dering pipeline and fitting facial models. These works were specifically designed
according to their objective artistic styles so their strategies can not be directly
applied to our task.

3 Semantic Segmentation for Region Labeling

In this section, we introduce the segmentation part of our whole system as shown
in Fig. 2, which is the pre-processing stage for next synthesis phase. We present
an initial coarse segmentation method based on multiple segmentation [2] and
then a refining process by image matting [8] to precisely label the background
(and clothes), hair and skin regions of the photo.

Fig. 2. Pipeline of the segmentation method.

3.1 Initial Coarse Segmentation

We employ the label probability estimation method [2] to perform initial seg-
mentation. In training phase, the SLIC algorithm [1] is employed to partition
the training photo into superpixels. Then we compute multiple segmentations
by semi-supervised spectral clustering scheme [2]. After the multiple segmen-
tations were generated, we need to evaluate the homogeneity of each segments
and estimate its label likelihood. We train two classifiers, the segment label clas-
sifier and the homogeneity classifier. The segment label classifier outputs the
class(background, hair and skin) likelihood for segments and the homogeneity
classifier estimates the unity of the labels of the contained superpixels.

In test phase, for a given image, we first generate multiple segmentations
mj as aforementioned, and then extract features from each segment. The seg-
ment label likelihood P (ỹij = k |I,mj ) and its homogeneity likelihood P (mj |I)
are estimated using the trained label classifier and homogeneity classifier. The
label likelihood for the ith superpixel is obtained through the combination of
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segments label likelihood and homogeneity likelihood over all levels of multiple
segmentations:

P (yi = k |I ) =
ns∑

j

P (ỹij = k |I,mj ) × P (mj |I ), (1)

where yi and ỹij denote the label of the ith superpixel and the label of
the segment in jth multiple segmentation level containing the ith superpixel. I
represents the image, k is the class labels (background, hair and skin in this
work). ns denotes the number of multiple segmentations with different levels,
here ns is set to 15 (ns ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100}). If
the segments number is too small in one image, it is possible that every segment
has low homogeneity and include them into computation would not have positive
effect for label estimation.

3.2 Improve Segmentation Accuracy by Image Matting

The initial likelihood map generated from the former phase is not accurate
enough to be applied to the synthesis stage, so we use image matting method to
refine the segmentation result. Given the initial likelihood maps, we first choose
the superpixels with high label probabilities for each label:

i P (yi = hair) > θh
j P (yj = background) > θbg
k P (yk = skin) > θs

(2)

here, θh, θbg and θs denotes the threshold values for hair, background, and skin
respectively and are set to 0.8, 0.9 and 0.9 in our work. After these high confi-
dence regions are selected, we use white scribbles to indicate foreground region,
and black scribbles background region. As the methods are similar, we use hair
region labeling as an example. The inscribed rectangles of the superpixels whose
hair label likelihood P (yi = hair) surpasses the threshold value θh in set i are
selected as the foreground regions. The inscribed rectangles of the superpixels
from the other two sets are selected as the background regions. Then the fine
hair segmentation result is obtained via employing automatic alpha matting [8].
The background and face region can be segmented in the same way by simply
set the superpixels with high confidence of the target label as the foreground
and others as the background.

4 Two-Tone Portrait Synthesis

This section is a detailed introduction of our two-tone portrait synthesis method.
After the background, face and hair regions have been segmented, we handle
different regions with different strategies and combine them together to form
the final portrait.
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Background region. Background region includes not only the shooting scene
but also the clothes. In our target style, portraits should have clean and white
background, and the clothes region should be painted in black and white colors
to depict its patterns. We first compute the per-plane composite gradient of
the background region to obtain the edge map. Taking the two-tone style into
consideration, we then take inversion of the edge map to generate a sketch in
which deep colors denotes the edge of the image. We further enhance the sketch
to darken the lines and colors using histogram equalization method. Then we
use dynamic thresholding method to obtain the binary image.

Hair region. Hair region is one of the most identifying part in the automatic
synthesis of portrait, so the detection and representation of hair have great
influence on resemblance. As hair region only contains one component and artists
normally paint hair in black in two-tone style portraits, we simply binarize the
extracted RGB hair region image. However, the binarized image usually comes
with sawtooth effect around the edge, which is highly unlikely to appear in a
freehand portrait. In order to alleviate this noise, we use gaussian filter to smooth
the image and then posterize the image with specific levels to create fluidity for
the edge.

Face region. Face has very regular yet complicate structure, so we can not
directly use binarization strategy to produce two-tone portrait as it would cause
severe noise and lose some details, such as lines depicting chins and cheeks. For
synthesis of face region, our method proceeds in the following steps: firstly, the
face region is decomposed into components; then, these components are matched
to the templates in the dictionary according to respective features; finally, we
use a global model to organize the composition of the components.

Fig. 3. Example two-tone facial components templates

Two-tone templates. We have asked several professional artists to create
black-and-white portraits for some photos using tablets, then manually decom-
pose them into facial components, as shown in Fig. 3. Keypoints of these compo-
nents are also manually labeled on the portraits. We then construct a dictionary
including the example photo components and the corresponding templates pairs.
Templates are usually drawn based on various distinct photos for a greater power
of representation.

A. Face decomposition
After face region is segmented, we first use the active appearance model

(AAM) [4] to localize the facial structure keypoints. These facial landmarks are
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used to extract face regions of eyebrows, eyes, nose, mouth and face contour.
These components are clipped from the image in a rectangular shape, while face
contour is represented by the polygon defined from the landmarks.

B. Component matching
For each component extracted from the earlier step, we search the template-

component dictionary for the most similar realistic photo components. Since
different facial components exhibit diverse visual features, we handle each kind
of component with different matching strategies. After matching the input com-
ponents with the dictionary components, we use their corresponding two-tone
templates for the subsequent composition step.

Eyebrows, Eyes and Nose. These components could be differentiated from
each other in the perspective of shape and texture. The shape feature is
represented using the length, width of the bounding box and its ratio. For
eyebrows and eyes, the texture feature is obtained via using SIFT feature
descriptor at the facial landmarks. For nose, we use RGB-SIFT descriptor to
describe the color pattern change in this place. We denote the shape vector as
S = [slbrow, srbrow, snose, · · ·], the texture vector as T = [tlbrow, trbrow, tnose, · · ·].
For a component of the input photo c and one of the dictionary c′, we can define
the distance function of their appearances as

d (c, c′) = λ ‖S − S′‖ + (1 − λ) ‖T − T ′‖ (3)

where λ is the weight for shape and texture when measuring different components.
After we compute the shape vector S and the texture vector T for different

components, we then find the most alike candidate from the template dictionary
by minimizing the distance:

min
j

d (c, cj ′) (4)

where cj
′ is the jth component example in the template-component dictionary.

Mouth. The appearance of mouth in portrait is largely determined by the sub-
ject’s expression. The mouth templates in our dictionary could be classified into
2 primary classes: open and shut, and then be subdivided into 4 classes: laugh
and no expression under open category, smile and no expression under shut cate-
gory. We train a two layer classifier to determine the expression on the subject’s
face. Then we use feature matching to match the component to template in
corresponding categories.

Face contour. The shape of face contour can be perfectly represented simply
by its landmarks. Besides shape, the texture feature should also be considered
to distinguish single-chin from double-chin. The Hausdorff distance dH (VI , VD)
between the input face contour landmarks VI the components’ face contour land-
marks VD from the dictionary are used to measure the shape dissimilarity.

dH (VI , VD) = max
{

sup
x∈VI

inf
y∈VD

d (x, y) , sup
y∈VD

inf
x∈VI

d (x, y)
}

(5)
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The texture distance dT (tI , tD) are represented using SIFT descriptor, tI and
tD denotes SIFT feature computed at keypoints for input face contour and the
face contour from the dictionary. We then select the most similar face contour
component by minimizing the distance:

min dH (VI , VD) + dT (tI , tD) (6)

C. Composition of facial component
After obtaining the best matching template for each input component, we

compose them together to synthesize the face region for the final output. We use
a global model to organize the arrangement of each component on the canvas.
Our global model includes a set of control points {Plbrow, Pleye, Prbrow, Pnose, · · ·}
for arranging the templates and resizing and warping parameters for templates.

Previous studies have demonstrated that humans have a preference for sym-
metric faces. In the meantime, tests have revealed that the original slightly asym-
metric faces were rated as more attractive than completely symmetric versions
[10]. Previous work [3,20] focus on learning the styles that the artists use to
arrange the face components, however, here we emphasize more on the balance
between high resemblance to the input photos and the attractiveness of the por-
traits by building symmetry. For a symmetric structure, our model would set up
a coordinate system for the face and model the relative placement of the input
face components and then adjust them using axis-symmetry protocols to deter-
mine where to put the templates. To reach the high resemblance of the original
slightly asymmetric face, we warp and resize the templates in accordance with
the input components.

D. Additional Component
In compositional models, ears are always neglected. The existence of ears

could be detected by examining whether there is a sudden change area of the
segmented face region mask, and if there is an outward curve with certain length
in edge map, we set the ear template there.

By this step, the face region is synthesized. Then we combine the processed
background region and hair region together to synthesize the final output por-
trait.

5 Experimental Results

In this section, we first show that our segmentation method can reach a very
high accuracy on labeled CUHK dataset (Section-A). We then demonstrate that
our method can generate vivid two-tone portraits with high resemblance and
freehand-like features (Section-B).

A. Semantic segmentation

Datasets. We use the public dataset from Kae et al. [7], consisting of 2927 LFW
(funneled) images, and supplement the dataset with manually labeled photos
from the CUHK student database (see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Labeled CUHK dateset.

Evaluation. The segmentation accuracy of our method tested on LFW (fun-
neled) images has reached 94.25%, compared to 90.7% [7] and 92.69% [2]. The
segmentation accuracy tested on CUHK photos with classifiers trained on our
manually labeled CUHK student database are over 96%. Figure 5 shows some
segmentation results on CUHK dataset. The comparison of automatically labeled
results and manually labeled results shows that our method can segment back-
ground, hair and skin region accurately for the next synthesis phase.

Fig. 5. Segmentation result for labeled CUHK dataset. Top row: segmentation result.
Bottom row: manually labeled result.

Fig. 6. Comparison with previous methods for sketch and cartoon synthesis. From left
to right: (a) input photo; (b) the result of [3]; (c) the result of [20]; (d) our result.

B. Portrait Synthesis
Our system aims at synthesizing two-tone styles portraits with both attrac-

tiveness and resemblance. In Fig. 6, we compare with the component-based meth-
ods for synthesizing profile sketch and cartoon face. These methods can generate
stylized portraits yet not balance the resemblance and attractiveness of the out-
put result. For example, The nose and mouth parts in Fig. 6(b) fail to reflect
the distinct feature of the original input photo. Figure 6(c) has very stylistic
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appearance, but their over dependence on templates causes the lack of similarity
in hair region.

In Fig. 7, we compare with the shading sketch synthesis result. We can see
that these methods would easily cause noise and blurring in the result, which
should not be occurred in freehand portraits.

Fig. 7. Comparison with previous methods for shading sketch synthesis. From left to
right: (a) input photo; (b) the result of [21]; (c) the result of [18]; (d) the result of [19];
(e) our result.

Fig. 8. Two-tone portraits generated by our system.

Figure 8 demonstrates some two-tone portrait results rendered by our system.
We can see that our method can render two-tone portraits with distinct freehand
features such as clear backgrounds and continuous lines. Also, it can maintain
distinct figure features such as hair style, expression and face contour, which
guaranteed the resemblance between the input photo and the output synthesis
portraits. Third, our global model can synthesize portraits with symmetric facial
structure meanwhile preserve the similarity to the original slightly asymmetrical
face. More results are available online: http://www.ihitworld.com/ZQM/T2P.
zip.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a framework for synthesizing two-tone portraits
based on semantic segmentation. In the segmentation phase, our method based
on multiple segmentations and image matting can precisely divide the input

http://www.ihitworld.com/ZQM/T2P.zip
http://www.ihitworld.com/ZQM/T2P.zip
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photo into background, hair and skin regions. For the after-segmentation syn-
thesis stage, we handle different regions with appropriate methods respectively.
For background and hair regions, our processing strategy can render clean and
smooth results with freehand-like features. For face region, we select the best
match for each input component and use a global model to warp and arrange
them to reach the balance between resemblance and attractiveness. Our exper-
imental results show that our system is capable of synthesizing visually desired
two-tone portraits with distinct freehand-like features.

The main limitations of this method are the segmentation accuracy and the
lack of diversity for component templates. In future work, we plan to improve
the segmentation accuracy via existed deep neural networks and enrich the com-
ponent dictionary with more distinctive templates. We are also trying to extend
this after-segmentation synthesis method to other portrait styles, such as shad-
ing sketch, by exploring proper strategies to process hair and background region
into pencil sketch style. Besides, synthesizing two-tone portraits with complex
backgrounds is another worthy topic, for example, for photographs taken at land-
scapes, people would like to have the complete photo in two-tone style, not only
the face part. Lastly, to realize the application of this framework in industrial
production, the speed of segmentation is another place to improve in the future.
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